Correlation waveform analysis to discriminate monomorphic ventricular tachycardia from sinus rhythm using stored electrograms from implantable defibrillators.
In order to examine whether a template-matching program utilizing correlation waveform analysis (CWA) might be used to discriminate monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (MMVT) from sinus rhythm (SR) in patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs), we studied stored episodes of induced MMVT in 25 patients and compared them to corresponding stored SR electrograms. We calculated mean correlation coefficients for SR beats against an SR template chosen within each sinus episode, induced MMVT beats against an induced MMVT template within each ventricular tachycardia episode, and induced MMVT beats against the original SR template. For each patient, the 99.5% lower confidence limit for the mean correlation coefficient of SR beats versus an SR template (patient-specific method) or the empirical correlation coefficient value 0.9 were selected as threshold values to discriminate induced MMVT from SR. The mean correlation coefficient for induced MMVT beats versus the original SR template for each patient was subtracted from both threshold values. A positive value is defined as accurate discrimination of induced MMVT from SR. Using 0.9 for a threshold cut off, 21 of 25 episodes of induced MMVT were accurately labeled with a sensitivity of 84%. Using the patient-specific method, we were able to correctly distinguish 23 of 25 episodes of induced MMVT from SR with a sensitivity of 92%. There was no statistically significant difference between the patient-specific or empirical methods in detecting MMVT (P 50.4). This is the first demonstration using stored intracardiac electrograms from ICDs that CWA is able to discriminate MMVT from SR with high sensitivity. Such a template-matching system may be used for off-line analysis or real-time rhythm discrimination.